Discover 101 Sections
Spring 2015

DSC 101-A
Movie Science
Monday, Thursday
2:00p.m.-3:15

Science is a firmly engrained aspect of modern society. In this course we will study how science and technology are integral aspects of entertainment. Could you actually build crime-fighting super-armor? How dangerous is life on the International Space Station? Is our planet in danger of being destroyed by our activities and could society settle another one before this happens? In POP Physics we will pose these questions (amongst others!) and explore how well entertainment does in making science approachable, fun AND accurate!

Instructor: Eric Bubar

DSC 101-B
Expressing Creativity
Tuesday, Friday
2:00-3:15

The objective of this course is for students to explore the field of human creativity through engaging in art and examining stories. We will be producing stories about ourselves, our interests, and our ideas. Students will explore graphic and lyrical poetry. We will research creativity and explore the language and graphics of storytelling and poetry in picture books and digital stories. Students will learn to create stories using drawings, digital movies and storytelling.

Instructor: Ana Lado